Abstract -We employ a five-orbital tight-binding model to develop the mean field solution for various possible spin density wave states in the iron-chalcogenides. The quasiparticle interference (QPI) technique is applied to detect signatures of these states due to scatterings arising from non-magnetic impurities. Apart from the experimentally observed double striped structure with ordering vector (π/2, π/2), the QPI method is investigated for the extended-stripe as well as the orthogonal double stripe phase. We discuss QPI as a possible tool to detect and classify various magnetic structures with different electronic structure reconstruction within framework of the Fe1+yTe compound.
One of the biggest mysteries of the Fe-based superconductors is the striking difference between the magnetic phase of the pnictide and chalcogenide compounds. The parent compounds of the Fe-pnictide superconductors show a magnetic state with a (π, 0) spin density wave (SDW) vector which gives way to superconductivity upon doping and/or application of pressure [1] . The Fermi surfaces in both the pnictides and chalcogenides in general show common features such as hole pockets at the Γ point and electron pockets at the X and Y points of the Brillouine Zone [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These pockets are well-nested at the wave vector of (π, 0) or (0, π). This is also the wave vector of the SDW, and hence band nesting is commonly accepted as the mechanism of the SDW in the pnictide compounds [9] .
However the chalcogenides show a completely different magnetic structure, with a SDW wave vector of (π/2, π/2) for zero or low doping, forming the so-called doublestriped (DS) phase and hence the origin of the SDW in the chalcogenides cannot be explained by the nesting of the hole and electron bands [10] . The origin of the SDW in the chalcogenides is still under hot debate. Among the chalcogenides, the compound Fe 1+y Te poses a particular mystery. Apart from the fact that the SDW is different from the pnictides, it has been pointed out that a generic commensurate (π/2, π/2) SDW is a superposition of Q 1/2 = (π/2, ±π/2) wave vectors [11] . It was shown in the latter reference that quantum fluctuations in a localized model stabilize the so-called orthogonal double stripe (ODS) phase which contains both these wave vectors. Experimentally, it was shown that Fe 1+y Te tends to order in the ODS state based on the neutron scattering structure factor [12] . Theoretical studies such as exact diagonalization [13] and mean field studies of the t-J model [14] also favor the ODS state. A recent spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) study confirmed the DS phase at low excess iron, but suggested the ODS phase at higher y values [15] . The magnetic order becomes even more complex upon increasing the excess iron. In particular, recent neutron diffraction results show an incommensurate SDW state [16] , and also possibly a helical state [17] .
Due to the close proximity of magnetism and superconductivity in the iron-compounds, the superconductivity is believed to be mediated by spin fluctuations rather than lattice vibrations [18] . Hence understanding the magnetic phase is important to understand the superconducting state. The investigations of the quasiparticle excitap-1 arXiv:1605.01798v1 [cond-mat.supr-con] 6 May 2016 Fig. 1 : The magnetic structure with (π/2, π/2) SDW wave vector with (a) double striped structure (φ = π/4), and (b) extended-stripe phase (φ = 0). (c) Shows the ODS phase with both (π/2, π/2) and (π/2, −π/2) ordering wave-vectors. (d) The magnetic Brillouin zone (red rectangle) for an SDW with Q1 = (π/2, π/2) and (e) the magnetic Brillouin zone (red square) for an SDW with Q 1/2 = (π/2, ±π/2). The black square is the fulll Brillouin zone for the paramagnetic case.
tion can give valuable information on the nature of superconductivity since they are intimately connected to the superconducting gap, ∆ k . These quasiparticles can be detected by momentum-sensitive techniques such as ARPES to find the quasiparticle spectrum and the quasiparticle density of states. Among phase-sensitive techniques such as Josephson tunnelling, SQUID interferometry, etc., the one that directly investigates quasiparticle effects is the quasiparticle interference (QPI) spectroscopy based on scanning tunneling microscopy (for a review see [19] ). In this method, interference of quasiparticles due to random impurities in the sample is detected through the spatial modulation of the local quasiparticle density of states at a constant energy bias. This density of states corresponds to the differential conductance which is measured by STM, and the Fourier transform of these real space data then gives the wave vectors at which the dominant scatterings occur. QPI is a powerful tool because it simultaneously yields energy-dependent real-space and momentum-space information on the quasiparticle wave-functions, scattering processes and coherence factors. This information can be used to distinguish between different superconducting order parameters [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . In addition, QPI can also access the momentum space structure of the unoccupied states that are inaccessible to photoemission [38] .
Given the complicated scenario regarding the magnetic phases of Fe 1+y Te, it is natural to ask if one can apply a non-magnetic method to detect these phases. In this article we explore the possibility of using non-magnetic-QPI as a possible tool to detect the magnetic phases of this compound. QPI can be a valuable tool to characterize the different possible magnetic structures since the magnetic states will influence the band structure which will in turn influence the QPI features. To illustrate the possibility, we undertake a theoretical investigation of QPI for three different kinds of magnetic structures involving the Q 1 and Q 2 wave vectors. For low y, only one of either Q 1 or Q 2 is present with a phase-angle φ = π/4 which results in the DS phase shown in Fig. 1(a) . This is the first phase that we consider. For the same wave vector, one can also theoretically change the magnetic structure by varying the phase angle φ, which thus offers a continuous parameter which determines the magnetic structure. The second magnetic phase we consider is with Q 1 and φ = 0. The third magnetic phase we consider is the ODS phase discussed in [11] . We consider the five-orbital tight-binding model of Ducatman, et. al [39] . This model is meant for the Fe 1+y Te compounds and explicitly considers the effect of the additional interstitial Fe atoms.
Spin density wave with Q 1 wave vector: In the following, we present the mean field frame work for general SDW with Q 1 . For this, the mean-field ansatz for the electronic density in orbital γ and site i can be written as
where φ is a general phase angle, and n γ is the total (spinup + spin-down) number of electrons in orbital γ at lattice site i. The magnetisation is assumed to point along the z-direction, so that 2 S iγz = m γ cos (Q 1 · r i + φ) . Our starting point for finding the mean field solution for the magnetic phase is the Hamiltonian, H = H T B + H int , where H T B is the kinetic energy (tight-binding) part and H int is the interaction. The latter is given by
where γ is an orbital index and σ refers to the spin. Here U and U are the intra-and inter-orbital Coulomb repulsions, respectively, and J is the Hund's coupling. Using Eq. (1), the total mean field Hamiltonian reduces to
where
and n Qγσ = k a † kγσ a k+Q,γσ . The magnetic Brillouin zone (MBZ) for the SDW modulated by the Q 1 -wave vector is shown by the red line in Fig. 1(d) . The procedure for solving the mean-field Hamiltonian self consistently has been described in [40] and consists of the following steps. Initial trial values of n γ and m γ are chosen and the Hamiltonian is diagonalized for all points in the MBZ for these values. The Fermi energy corresponding to the given electronic filling is then determined. Using the eigenvectors, eigenvalues, and the Fermi energy so obtained, new values of n γ and m γ are calculated. These are fed as input into the next iteration and the process is repeated until self-consistency is reached for a given temperature.
Theoretical formulation of QPI:
The scattering off a magnetic impurity is modelled by the Hamiltonian
where S is the impurity spin. We take impurity spin along z-direction and assume purely localized impurity scattering. Introducing the matricesÛ = σ z ⊗Ĵ, and
, the QPI under the T -matrix approximation is given by [41] QPI ∼ Im
where ⊗ is the direct product andĴ is a matrix in the purely orbital basis:
Numerical Results for the double stripe phase: This particular magnetic structure is exhibited by the ironchalcogenides and is obtained by putting φ = π/4 in Eq. (1) . In this section we present numerical results for Fe 1+y Te in the mean-field formulation. We employ the 5-orbital tight binding model of [39] and consider Fe 1.08 Te which, assuming that each excess Fe atom contributes eight electrons corresponds to an electronic density of n = 6.64. We should emphasise that the chemical potential shifts by about 0.4 eV in the y = 0.08 case compared to y = 0 and that the hole pocket at Γ is replaced by an electron pocket [39] . This latter feature has been observed by ARPES in other electron doped Fe compounds as well [42] .
For the mean field calculation we fix J = 0.25U and carry out the self-consistent calculation for the magnetization. The magnetic moment in Fe 1+y Te is around 2.1µ B [10] . Further, from LDA and ARPES, the band structure in the magnetic phase of Fe 1+y Te is known to have an electron pocket at the Γ point [43] . From our mean-field analysis, a magnetic moment of 2.1µ B corresponds to about 2.2 eV. There is a hole like feature at the Γ point for this value of U , which is replaced by an electron like feature at lower values. Thus in order to maintain consistency of our results with LDA and ARPES [43] , we choose U = 2.125 eV. The magentization has a somewhat lower value of 1.02µ B for this interaction, but the Fermi surface so obtained indeed shows an electron pocket at Γ (see Fig. 2(a) ).
The spectral functions for four different energies and the corresponding QPI maps are shown in Fig. 3 . One can trace the main momentum scattering vectors, shown by the q i in Fig. 2(a) , in the QPI maps of Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 4 we show the "QPI dispersion", i.e. the QPI intensities as a function of frequency and momentum, along the (π, −π)-and (π, π)-directions in the full Brillouin zone (BZ). In Fig. 4 we see an electron like feature starting from about -0.05 eV along the (−π, π) direction. We have labeled the main momentum characterizing this by q 1 . We also have an electron like feature starting from the same energy, but at lower momenta, q 1 , along the (π, π) direction. Along the latter direction there is also an electron-like feature starting from the same energy but at higher momenta, q 2 . The origin of these features is clear from Fig. 2 (a) where we have labeled these momenta on the Fermi surface. Thus these features can be related to the "twin" electron pockets connected by q 2 . These "twin" pockets indeed start at an energy about -0.05 eV as can be seen from Eqs. (1-4) . The corresponding magnetic structure is shown in Fig. 1(b) and consists of two interpenetrating antiferromagnetic sublattices and a sublattice with zero magnetic moment. We repeat the self-consistent calculation for n = 6.64 electrons. To have a magnetization similar to the φ = π/4 case, we choose in this case U = 2 eV, for which the magnetization equals 0.91µ B . The corresponding Fermi surface is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The Fermi surface consists of a hole pocket at the Γ point, and electronpockets with a relatively flat cusp at Q 2 . Fig. 5 shows the spectral intensities at four different energies in the full BZ. The electron pocket with the flat cusp makes a sudden appearance at around -70 meV around the (−π/2, π/2) point (see Fig. 5(b) ). Furthermore Fig. 5 shows the corresponding QPI maps for these energies in the full BZ. At -70 meV there is an abrupt qualitative shift in the QPI map around Γ, coincident with the appearance of the electron pocket with the flat cusp. In Fig. 6 we have shown the QPI dispersion along the (π, π) and (−π, π) directions. Along both directions we see an electron like feature with a heavy mass which corresponds to the electron pocket with the broad cusp in the quasiparticle dispersion. This flat pocket is also present in the DS phase, however there it is located at a much lower energy than that considered in the QPI dispersion here and hence does not show up for that case.
The orthogonal double stripe phase: This phase is shown in Fig. 1(c) and has been discussed in Ref. [11] . The MBZ is the small diamond in the center in Fig. 1(e) . Unlike the other two phases which had C 2 symmetry this phase possesses C 4 -tetragonal symmetry. It can be described by the following mean-field ansatz:
In this case the magnetization at site i is given by S iγz = m γ (sin Q 1 · r i + cos Q 2 · r i ) /2. Under this ansatz the mean field Hamiltonian for the interaction is given by p-4
Investigation of magnetic phases in parent compounds of Iron-chalcogenides via quasiparticle scattering interference Eq. (3) with
and H U being the same as earlier.
Based on the self-consistent results for the magnetization as a function of U , with n = 6 and J = 0.25U , we choose U = 2 eV which corresponds to a magnetization of 2.54µ B . The Fermi surfaces are shown in Fig. 2 (c) in a region twice the size of the MBZ and rotated by 45 o . The Fermi surface consists of a hole pocket at Γ. We show the spectral intensities at four different energies in Fig. 7 . The corresponding QPI maps for these energies are also shown in Fig. 7 , while the QPI dispersion is shown in Fig. 8 . Figure 8(a) shows the cut along the (π, 0) direction and Fig. 8(b) along the (π, π) direction.
There are several features in the spectral intensities which give rise to a more complex QPI pattern and QPI dispersion compared to the DS and extended-stripe cases. In Fig. 8(a) there is a hole feature starting from about 70meV, an electron feature starting from about 0meV, a feature at -60meV, and an electron feature at -100meV. There is also a faint hole feature at about -25meV. All of these can be understood in terms of the spectral intensities of Fig. 7 . As an example, the hole dispersion marked by q 1 and the electron dispersion marked by q 2 in Fig. 8(a) can be associated with q 1 and q 2 in Fig. 7(d) and (a) respectively. Similarly q 1 and q 2 in Fig. 8(b) can be associated with q 1 and q 2 in Fig. 7(d) and (a) respectively.
In this article, using QPI as a possible tool to detect the magnetic structure based on scattering of quasipartciles from nonmagnetic impurities, we theoretically investigated three different possible magnetic phases for the parent compounds of the iron-chalcogenide superconductors. Most importantly, we have shown that different magnetic phases realized in iron chalocgenides can be easily identified by means of QPI from non-magnetic impurities due to very different electronic structure reconstruction in all these phases. The first phase considered was the experimentally observed DS phase, which has a SDW wave vector Q 1 and a phase angle of φ = π/4. The second phase was the extended stripe phase which has φ = 0, and the third phase was the ODS phase which consists of both Q 1 and Q 2 wave vectors. We used a tight binding model developed for Fe 1+y Te and a multi-orbital interaction term to obtain the magnetic states self-consistently. For the first two states we considered an electronic filling of 6.64 electrons and a magnetic moment of about 1µ B to match the electron pocket experimentally seen for the DS phase. For the ODS phase we chose 6 electrons and a magnetic moment of 2.5µ B . The QPI calculations were carried out using the T -matrix approximation.
In the DS phase, the Fermi surfaces consist of an electron pocket at Γ and twin-electron pockets at the corners of the magnetic BZ. The QPI features are mainly dominated by these twin pockets as seen in the QPI dispersion plots which predominantly show an electron-type dispersion. For the extended stripe phase, the Fermi surface consists of a hole pocket at Γ, and an electron type dispersion with a flat cusp in the (−π, π) direction. It is predominantly this feature which is reflected in the QPI behavior. The scattering across this electron-pocket dominates the QPI intensity map and results in the electron-feature in the QPI dispersion.
The ODS phase was relatively more complicated than the other two phases considered. The scatterings between various contours of constant energy resulted in the features seen in the QPI dispersion.
